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Here are 5 tips for getting the most out of your Microfleur Microwave Flower Press.

1. Fresh is Best
It is recommended to press flowers are they are just opened. The older a flower is, the less
vibrant they can look. Some flowers can also grow thicker as the days go on, such as daisies,
and will be more easily pressed flat when they are new and at their thinnest.
The best results will be from newly opened flowers with no brown spots or signs of damage.
White or very pale flowers need to be pressed as soon after opening as possible, as they have a
tendency to go brown in the press.

2. Err on the side of shorter bursts
There are a number of advantages in using short bursts of drying instead of a single continuous
period:
•

this method gives better control over the final product

•

where the specimens have thick and thin portions (e.g. calyx and petals), the thicker parts can
be dried progressively without destroying the thinner portions

•

some rearrangement of petals and other parts is possible while the specimen still retains some
moisture.

Specimens may partially dry after they are picked, or if they are picked after lengthy periods of
exposure to strong winds, sun or low humidity. Under these circumstances, or when pressing
any specimen for the first time, it is advisable to reduce the suggested initial burst time by half.
Error on the side of too short a cycle. The most common error is using too long a pressing time
which can cause liners and pads to burn. Flowers vary in moisture content and microwave ovens
vary in power. Press your least perfect specimens first so if your time is not just right, you can
correct your cycle timing before pressing you best flowers.

3. Thin out thick flowers
It is advisable to get the flowers as flat as possible prior to pressing. This can be done in several
ways, such as trimming the bulk from the back of the flower, taking the flower apart and pressing
the petals individually, or slicing it in half. When trimming the back of flowers be careful not to
remove too much as it may fall apart if trimmed too close. With flat flowers such as pansies, use
scissors, a sharp knife or pinch with fingers to remove the stem as close to the back of the flower
as possible. The flower can then be placed in the press with the stem beside it.
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Bulky flowers, such as marigolds, which don’t sit flat can be pressed petal by petal or sliced in
half lengthways using a sharp knife and then pressed. Rose buds may also be sliced in half
lengthways. This way you end up with two flowers and the centre of the bud is very interesting.
Also, removing the center part, before cutting, will give you another part to press and is a cute
little rose when finished. Smaller daisy type flowers such as the grass daisy can be pushed flat
with your thumb as they are put in the press. Trumpet shaped flowers such as jasmine can be
pressed sideways with their petals fanned out, or they can be cut just below the ‘fullness’ and
then pressed flat, the hole in the centre will shrink during pressing and can be covered with a
small flower to form a ‘centre’ when being used in a design.
Large or fleshy specimens like lilies, tulips, magnolias, begonias, and some impatiens are
difficult, or impossible to press. Squeezing the petals between the fingers is a good test. If
squeezing produces liquid, then the result is not likely to be very good, however this is not
always the case, as flowers like jonquils, daffodils and some orchids can be pressed quite
successfully with Microfleur.
For difficult shapes such as orchids, iris and flowers with bulky receptacles or long trumpet-like
shapes, you may consider dismantling the flower and pressing the components, or cutting them
so they lay reasonably flat. These can then be used to reconstruct the flower in a display, or
create your own design.

4. Removing stuck on flowers
If the flowers stick to the fabric, gently stretching the fabric should aid in their release. If more
drying is required, close the press and give it another short burst. Check again and repeat as
necessary until fully dry. Allowing the flower to get cold can help decide if it is fully dry, as if it
is still damp it will feel cold and a bit ‘squashy’. The aim is to obtain a reasonably stiff specimen
which resists drooping and has a dry or ‘papery’ feel when touched. You may think that the
flower is dry and then when you go to use it in the next day or so it feels damp, put it back in the
press and give it a 5 to 10 second burst. Repeat if necessary. This can also be done if the flower
has twisted or warped due to being left out in the air after drying.
Excessive drying will result in brittleness and a crispy flower, particularly for thin specimens
such as leaves and petals, and eventually the parts will scorch if the exposure time is too long.

5. Keep a journal
Flower pressing takes practice. Don’t worry if you don’t get perfect results at the beginning.
With practice, you will get a feel for how long a burst a flower needs, how to tell when a flower
is done.
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Keep a journal of your flower pressing can help speed things along. Write down notes for how
you pressed each type of flower, the technique used, time taken, and the results. This way you
will have a starting point for next time and can change some of the technique to get a better
outcome. It is also interesting to look aback and see how many kinds of flowers you have
pressed.
———————————————————————————————————————
Flower pressing is a fun and rewarding activity in and of itself. The possibilities are endless
when it comes to what can be done with them. It is limited only by your imagination. Many
people simply want to preserve flowers and herbs from their gardens. Others make jewelry, resin
pieces, framed art, cards, bookmarks, journals, scrapbooks, very detailed artwork, etc.
Whichever you choose to create, there is just one word of warning: Flower pressing is habit
forming! 🌸 🌺

We are here to help! If you need help or have questions, please contact us at
info@microfleur.com. We want everyone to get the most out of their Microfleur.
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